Don’t Stress Me Out!
It’s Making My Jeans Tight.
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4 Exercise Rou-nes to Relieve Stress and Help You Reach Your Happiness & Wellness Goals

At it’s most basic level, chronic stress caused by things like worried thoughts,
frustra;on and fear of the unknown cause our body to kick into survival mode,
releasing hormones that make us hungry for highly palatable foods and store
the energy as belly fat.
Many women over age 35 begin to experience stress and worry as their bodies
start to change. They become frustrated that what they did in the past to stay
slim isn’t working anymore. So in addi;on to the ﬂat out hormonal changes that
cause women to store fat in the abdomen, add stress from worry and
frustra;on on top of that and you get a double whammy of unwanted and
unhealthy belly fat storage!
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So what can women do to reverse this double whammy eﬀect through ﬁtness?
Try these 4 diﬀerent exercise rou;nes.
Endorphins are a girls best friend. Try this exercise rou.ne that saves .me, burns
fat for 38 hours and pumps up your "feel good" hormones.
You do it every day, just do it more. Invite a friend, de-stress and stay healthy. Take
a walk toward clarity and catch up on the latest.
No bones about it. Concerned about osteoporosis? This is an excellent exercise
op.on that takes your mind oﬀ your worries while it tones your muscles and
strengthens your bones.
Inhale, Exhale, Repeat. Take a deep breath and release your relaxa.on response
while increasing your ﬂexibility with this ancient modality.
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Workout # 1

Endorphins are a Girl’s Best Friend.
Vigorous exercise will increase your feel good hormone (endorphin) and
reduce the excess release of the stress hormone (cor;sol). The beNer the
rela;onship of these two hormones, the beNer you will be able to control your
changing shape and your weight.
Try this 20 minute exercise rou2ne that saves 2me, burns fat for 38 hours and
pumps up those "feel good" hormones.
This is a favorite workout at my studio. Have you ever heard of HIIT workouts?
This stands for High Intensity Interval Training. It is a ;med workout where
you work intensely with all out eﬀort for a short burst, followed by a short rest.
My clients love this workout because of the fat burning aQer eﬀect and as far
as cardio goes, it doesn’t pound on your joints. They get the beneﬁt of
exercising their hearts, burning fat and muscle building all at once. It’s good
for your bone health too because of the weight bearing nature.
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What you need to do to get the most out of this 20 minute workout:
• It’s really helpful to do this to music. You don’t want to move too
quickly or too slowly, (especially if you are working bare foot). Find
something on I tunes or Spo;fy that is 128-130 BPM (beats per
minute). You can actually search “128 BPM” and a whole bunch of
stuﬀ should show up.
• You will need a boNle of drinking water and a hand towel because
you will sweat. This is a great opportunity to get at least 12 ounces
of your requires water intake for the day.
• At my studio, we work barefoot. It’s a great way to strengthen your
feet and ankles. So please feel free to do so if you wish. If you
choose to work barefoot, please make sure that you ar;culate
through the foot, meaning roll through the foot on the up and the
down.
• Do the workout on a solid surface, not grass or sand.
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• Listen to your body. If you are feeling like you can’t speak a word,
and your heart is pumping out of your chest, then you need to back
down on the intensity. It is counterproduc-ve to overwork and
you will NOT burn fat at that intensity. Remember what we
reviewed in the last chapter on stress? You could actually signal
your body that you are in danger and go into ﬁght or ﬂight mode.
Yes indeed, your brain will think that you are in trouble and will
release the stress hormone cor.sol that will cause you to store fat.
• Please take the 2me to set up properly in every exercise. It is
important to keep you safe and for you to get the greatest
beneﬁt.
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Summary of Workout
1. Warm up
2. 3 Sets of Cardio intervals: each set is 4 minutes. You will move at
our all out eﬀort for 20 seconds and then rest for 10 seconds. Do
this 8 -mes.
3. Recovery Stretch in between each set
4. Cool down stretch
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Warm up
1 minute
March in place with big arm swings, liQing your knees as high as you can but not past
your hips. Roll through the feet, keep abdominals liQed.
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HIIT Round #1: Wide 2nd with reach
4 minutes Total-20 seconds work at all out, 10 seconds rest alterna-ng
Set Up: Step your feet apart so that they are 1-2 ;mes wider than your hips.
Feet should angle out at 1 and 11 o’clock or 2 an 10 o’clock if you are more
ﬂexible. As you lower down, be sure that your knees track over your 2nd and
3rd toes and your thighs are pressing back. As you press up, reach one arm up
and over to the side. Alternate. Total 8 sets.
Varia;on 1: small range of mo;on
Varia;on 2: bigger range of mo;on
Varia;on 3: liQ heel or tap toe on reach
**If you get to a point where you feel like you are having trouble breathing
and are losing your good form, please modify with one of the varia;ons, or
work at a lesser intensity for one set.
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Varia;on 1: small range of mo;on

Varia;on 2: bigger range of mo;on

Wide 2nd
with reach

Recover: Standing Quad Stretch
1 minute total

• Hold on to a chair back or wall, take
right foot in right hand behind you,
tuck your hips under and lower your
thighbone toward the ﬂoor feeling a
stretch in the thigh.
• Repeat on the other side.
• Take a drink of water.
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Cardio Round #2: Lunge up and down
4 minutes Total-20 seconds work at all out, 10 seconds rest alterna-ng
Set Up: Start with feet hips distance and parallel. Step one foot forward or
backward into a lunge with the back knee bending down toward the ground.
Move up and down for 20 seconds. Be sure that the front knee does not press
forward of the ankle. Keep that knee stacked right on top of the ankle. Press
into the back foot as you are working the back quad. Total 8 sets.
Varia;on 1. Small Range
Varia;on 2. Larger range, or can leQ front heel.
Varia;on 3. Arms reach up and down with movement of lower body.
**If you get to a point where you feel like you are having trouble breathing and
are losing your good form, please modify with one of the varia;ons, or work at
a lesser intensity for one set.
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Varia;on 1. Small Range

Varia;on 2. Larger range, and/ or liQ front heel

Lunge up & Down
Varia;on 3. Arms reach up and down with movement of lower body.
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Recover: Standing Quad Stretch
1 minute total

• Hold on to a chair back or wall, take
right foot in right hand behind you,
tuck your hips under and lower your
thighbone toward the ﬂoor feeling a
stretch in the thigh.
• Repeat on the other side.
• Take a drink of water.
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Cardio Round #3 : Squat Kicks
4 minutes Total-20 seconds work at all out, 10 seconds rest alterna-ng
Set Up: Place feet at hips distance and parallel. Squat down and back like you
are signg in a chair. Press through the ﬂoor to stand back up, bend your right
knee, liQ leg and extend your right leg out. Dos this for 20 seconds. Take a 10
second break and repeat on the leQ for 20 seconds. Do as many as you can in
good form in each set keeping your chest and abdominals liQed. Be careful not
to lean back when you go from squat to standing. Total 8 sets.
Varia;on 1. Tap toe instead of kicking
Varia;on 2. Kick leg
Varia;on 3. Deeper squat
**If you get to a point where you feel like you are having trouble breathing
and are losing your good form, please modify with one of the varia;ons, or
work at a lesser intensity for one set.
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Varia;on 1. Smaller range of mo;on.
Tap toe instead of kicking

Varia;on 2. Deeper lunge with leg extension

Squat Kicks
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Cool Down Stretch
1. Sit on the ﬂoor,
cross one leg over
the other, hug your
knee to your chest
and twist toward
that knee to stretch
the seat. Exhale on
the twist.

3. Swing your legs
behind you and roll
yourself into a liNle
ball, lengthening
the back of your
neck. Big Exhale.

2. Cross your
legs, reach
your hands
behind you
and arch your
back while
expanding
your chest.
Big Exhale.

4. Start to liQ your
hips toward the
ceiling keeping them
as straight as
possible. Shake your
head no and yes.
Slowly start to rise
up with a big inhale.
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Standing Quad Stretch.

Inhale circle arms up

Exhale circle arms down.

Congratulations!
You just ﬁnished relieving a whole bunch of stress and burned oﬀ a whole bunch of calories!
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Workout # 2

You do it Every Day, Just do it More!
Walk on by!
Moderate cardio is essen;al for women over 35. Walking is an excellent op;on.
Addi;onally, it is weight bearing so it’s great for your bones. The best thing is that you
can do it anywhere. So there is absolutely no reason for excuses.
So here’s what I want you to do. Call or text a friend and schedule a 45 minute brisk
walk. 15 minutes before you leave the house, do a brain dump. Sit down with a piece
of paper and write down everything that is in your head. Put the paper in a drawer.
Grab a boNle of water and meet up with your friend. Promise yourself that you will
only converse with your friend about posi;ve things on your walk. Do not discuss
anything on your brain dump list. Enjoy the fresh air and opportunity to catch up with
your friend and take your mind oﬀ of your woes.
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Workout # 3

No Bones About It!
Standing Pilates moves are an excellent choice for anyone to destress
because it is non-impact and gentle to your joints while providing the weight
bearing and muscle strengthening you need for healthy bones. As well, you
get the added beneﬁt of core strengthening, improved balance, improved
alignment and increased ﬂexibility.

Try this short standing pilates rou;ne for healthier bones!
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Warm up
1 minute
March in place with big arm swings, liQing your knees as high as you can but not past
your hips. Roll through the feet, keep abdominals liQed.
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Lunge Up And Down

Set Up: Start with feet hips distance and parallel.
Step back into a 90/90 lunge with knee down on the ﬂoor.
LiQ back knee two inches.
Draw the navel toward spine and draw the tailbone slighty forward to establish a neutral spine
Move: Come up and down about 4 inches, raising arms on the up. Press into back toes.
Repeat slowly for 10 reps on each side.
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Standing Quad Stretch
• Hold on to a chair back or wall, take
right foot in right hand behind you,
tuck your hips under and lower your
thighbone toward the ﬂoor feeling a
stretch in the thigh.
• Repeat on the other side.
• Take a drink of water.
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Lunge Pull

Set Up: Start with feet hips distance and parallel.
SoQly bend knees and hinge forward.
Extend your arms forward as shown and right leg back as shown.
Draw the navel toward spine and draw the tailbone slighty forward to establish a neutral spine
Move: Draw the knee forward and either tapping to the ground or liQed as shown.
Repeat slowly for 10 reps on each side.
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Standing Quad Stretch
• Hold on to a chair back or wall, take
right foot in right hand behind you,
tuck your hips under and lower your
thighbone toward the ﬂoor feeling a
stretch in the thigh.
• Repeat on the other side.
• Take a drink of water.
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Leg Lifts

1. Stand with feet
hips distance and
parallel. Bring heels
together and soQen
knees. Hands at
heart center. Draw
the navel toward
spine and draw the
tailbone slighty
forward to establish
a neutral spine.

2. Extend right leg
forward. Contract
the muscles in your
legs toward the
bones.

3. Keeping
shoulders over hips,
liQ leg up, pause for
one second and
lower. Repeat
10-12 ;mes. Switch
legs and repeat.
Then repeat the
circuit one more
;me.

4. For more of a
challenge, liQ your
leg higher. Keep
the hips square.
Some;mes it is
helpful to stand in
front of that mirror
to watch your hips.
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Forearm Plank

Plank

Table Top Plank

Set Up: Start on the ﬂoor in a table top on hands and knees
Forearm Plank either with knees & shins down, or up. Legs hips distance, shoulders over elbows
Table Top Plank hops in line with shoulders. Legs hips distance, shoulders over elbows.
Draw the navel toward spine and draw the tailbone slighty forward to establish a neutral spine
Move: Draw your muscles toward your bones, try to knit the front of your ribs together, hands
are ﬁrmly pressing into the ﬂoor in table top. Do not allow the belly to sag. Shoulders are ﬂat
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across the back. LiQ one leg and alternate for a challenge. Repeat 3 x’s for 30 seconds.

Cool Down

Standing Quad Stretch.

Inhale circle arms up

Exhale circle arms down.

Congratulations!
You just ﬁnished relieving a whole bunch of stress, strengthened your
bones and muscles and challenged your balance!
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Workout #4

Inhale, Exhale, Repeat
Yoga is an ancient modality that is known for it’s stress reducing eﬀects. It is
a mind-body prac;ce that combines physical poses, inten;onal breathing,
and relaxa;on.
According to the Mayo Clinic, Yoga may help reduce stress, lower blood
pressure and lower your heart rate. And the best thing is that almost anyone
can do it.
A number of studies have shown that yoga may help reduce stress and
anxiety. It can also enhance your mood and overall sense of well-being.
Try this short yoga ﬂow rou;ne to relieve your stress today.
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Mountain Pose
Mountain Pose

• stand tall with your feet hip distance and parallel
• weight is evenly balanced on the feet
• balance the crown of the head directly
* take three full breaths here. Riding on the wave of
the third exhale transi;on to Tree.
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Tree Pose

Tree
• shiQ and balance weight into your leQ foot, slight bend in standing leg reaching
down and with the right hand and gently take hold of your right ankle.
• draw your foot either to kick stand, inner leQ calf or upper inner thigh
• hands to heart center, in goddess, or over head
* take three full breaths here. Riding on the wave of the third exhale transi;on to
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Lunge Pose

Lunge Pose
• taking the foot gently away from the body, keeping weight centered on the leQ foot,
exhale the right leg back behind the body, with right toes curled
• front leQ knee is directly over the ankle, with the knee never passing past the front toes
• right leg is long and strong
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* take three full breaths here. Riding on the wave of the third exhale transi;on to Chair pose.

Seated Chair Pose

Seated Chair
• bring the right leg through to where the feet and knees are touching
• exhale and bend your knees, aiming to take the thighs as parallel to the ﬂoor as possible.
• knees project out over the feet and the torso leans slightly forward, arms extend upwards
or hands are held at heart center
* take three full breaths here. Inhale and rise up to Mountain Pose
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Transitioning Mountain Pose

Transi-oning Mountain pose
• standing, arms reaching up and extending out,
• drawing the shoulder blades down your back, crea;ng a V-space with your arms.
• exhale out while swan diving hands down to the earth, knees have a slight bend to them
* use your inhale to transi;on to Table Top Pose.
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Table Top Pose

Table Top
• hands are under the shoulders and toes are curled
• hips over knees
• length between top of head and hip
* inhale to transi;on to…
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Cat/Cow Pose

…Cat/Cow
• ﬁrmly press into your hands & energizing your legs, puﬀ your upper back towards the ceiling
• riding the breath of the exhale melt your heart center to the earth as you create a gentle
sway to your lower back
• take 3 breaths here transi;on back and forth between cat and cow
*while inhaling transi;on to Childs Pose
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Childs Pose

Childs Pose

• take the hips back, knees drawing wide
• with the hips stable and res;ng on the heels
• press your chest gently into the ﬂoor while extending your arms long and soQly in
front of you, pressing into the hands
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Congratulations!
You just ﬁnished relieving a whole bunch of stress and strengthened your
bones, increased ﬂexibility and balance!
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